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The cultural politics of attributing names and the popular responses to the naming process of the urban
landscape are core issues in ‘critical toponymies’. In many Romanian cities there are place names that
articulate a collective memory agenda with respect to the 1989 Revolution, and Timişoara stands at the
forefront of streets bearing martyr names. However, there have been recent calls for more attention to the
popular responses to place-naming practices. This paper explores these calls by addressing the issue of
users of urban street place names. It also highlights the need to introduce the theory of ‘the politics of
practicality’ in place- and street-name studies. We seek to explain if Timişoarians are (un)happy with the
new ‘martyr city-text’ and how social justice and the contextualisation of the conflict as a case of the
practical and the ideological are interrelated. By analysing the concerns of local service workers and by
surveying local people’s opinion on the use of the martyrs’ names, we look to determine to what extent
they accept or reject the new names and their use. In particular, pride and recognition versus everyday
difficulties in martyr name uses produce major tensions at a local level. Therefore social justice (restitution)
issues created local conflict over the uses of new names, and the politics of practicality in the martyrs’ case
shaped how political and symbolic changes are received by the people. This paper is developing and
challenging previous work on place and street naming in geography by considering, beyond the
understanding that conflicts over naming are symbolic or ideological, that ordinary citizens use, connect
with, and depend upon street names in practical terms: they internalise and react differently to the costs
of rewriting the city-text.
Key words: users of street names, city-text, martyr inscriptions approach, popular/everyday responses,
politics of practicality, post-socialist city, Timişoara

Introduction
This paper discusses the social and economic consequences of the decisions by the government of Timişoara to
rename most of the former socialist street names in the city
(giving some of them the names of the martyrs of the 1989
Revolution in Romania) and how changes are perceived by
the local population. This produces major tensions in
post-socialist Timişoara culture, especially for the residents
who have to change their official documents and people
who have economic interests in the practical value of street
names. We are interested to know why Timişoarians are
(un)happy with the new ‘martyr inscription’, as the new

names are commemorating local heroes, and how local
service workers respond to name changes, especially in
relation to martyr names. Our research seeks to expand
knowledge of street renaming in post-socialist states (Foote
et al. 2000; Light 2004; Light and Young 2014; Palonen
2008) by examining the popular responses or how the local
people’s discourses are shaped in terms of critical perspectives on the street renaming and the politics of the practicality of the new names: the everyday ways in which
people use, connect with and depend on street names.
In relation to the use of martyrs’ names for street names
in Timişoara, several historical features are relevant.
Timişoara is situated in the southwestern part of Romania
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and has a population of 320 000. The rapid integration in
the Romanian nationalist interwar period resulted in
many changes, with about half of streets gaining new
Romanian names, while the subsequent socialist regime
made further name changes under Soviet influence.
The specificity of Timişoara as a post-socialist city is
embedded both in the historical multicultural region of
Banat and in the Romanian national transformational
regime (Creţan et al. 2008). The local economy is more
globally integrated than that of other Romanian cities and
areas, which have been strongly affected by the postsocialist de-/reindustrialisation process (see Creţan et al.
2005, 323–38), while the spirit of welfare/prosperity and
pride (for their roots going back to the Habsburg administration of the Banat region) is very strong. For native
Timişoarians multiculturalism ‘may be translated in
various ways: “no ethnic tensions”, “living together in
harmony”, “cultural development”, “regional pride”. . .’
(Creţan et al. 2008, 21).
Timişoara is also a city symbol of anti-Communism. The
Romanian Revolution started in its city centre in December 1989. In order to better perceive the role of martyrs in
the collective memory, we briefly present a short account
of the December 1989 events that led to the fall of the
totalitarian socialist system in Romania (Vultur 2011).
Laszlo Tokes, a Hungarian Reformed Church priest from
Oradea, was appointed to the parish of Timişoara and
from the 15 December 1989 people gathered to support
his appointment. The local Communist authorities were
not happy with this because of his anti-Communist past.
On 17 December the crowd gathered again in the centre
of the city and Nicolae Ceausescu ordered Securitate
authorities and army and militia troops to open fire on the
protestors. Hundreds of people were killed and so the first
martyrs of the Revolution in Timişoara were created
(AMRT 2014). Timişoara was the first city in Romania that
was declared free of Communism by the representatives
of the new regime, led by the Romanian Democratic
Front. Streets in Timişoara were given names of those
martyrs, mainly in the 1990s but also since 2010.
But who and/or what were these martyrs? The martyrs of
Timişoara are drawn from all social categories – from
students to workers and intellectuals. They became
renown by being ad-hoc leaders or even simple adherents
during the anti-Communist protests. For instance,
Alexandru Ferkel Şuteu was a 43-year-old man, a worker
at a local enterprise but an active leader of the protesters
who marched from Girocului Street to the city centre.
Other martyrs died simply because of being participants
at protests against the socialist system. These people broke
the socialist resistance. A parallel could be seen in the
assassination of Martin Luther King, which broke the
resistance of the opposition and shifted public opinion to
different forms of boycotts against the political power
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(Alderman and Inwood 2013). As elements of transitional
justice, practices of memorialisation and commemoration
deal with ‘the removal of communist-created landscape
and create new memorial sites’ (Light and Young 2015,
236). Consequently memorialisation of the Timişoara
1989 martyrs is a means of recognition for all those who
suffered repression, exile or death under socialism.
The responses to name changes elsewhere have been
investigated in specific situations (Azaryahu 1997; Yeoh
1992), but the use of the names of the martyrs is less
documented in post-socialist cities (Light 2004). By analysing the concerns of local people’s responses to the use of
the martyrs’ names, we look to determine to what extent
they have become familiar with and use the new names,
how ‘the politics of practicality’ has the potential to interweave restitution and local conflict. The original contribution of this paper is on advancing the current debates on
users of street names (see the role of ‘habits’ in street
naming in Light and Young 2014), based on the bottom-up
responses to top-down changes as a background for understanding the politics of practicality to the martyr naming.

Political power of ‘city-text’ renaming,
popular responses and the politics
of practicality
The theoretical perspective used in this paper combines
the critical debates about the political power of street
naming (Alderman and Inwood 2013; Azaryahu 1996;
Azaryahu 1997; Light 2004; Yeoh 1992) with theories of
popular response to streets renaming (Light and Young
2014). As Vuolteenaho and Berg put it:
Exploring the power of naming in the construction of
historical and contemporary landscapes, Critical
Toponymies aims to show that to take language seriously
can result in a productive relationship that avoids binary
distinctions between theory and empirics or the material
and discursive. (2009, 1)

Toponymy has evolved lately from the cultural geographies of place names (Cosgrove 1984). Thus many geographers dedicated a part of their work to the social
formation of a symbolic landscape and its representations
of past environments. This led to the (re)reading of the
landscape and map-making by linguists and etymologists
interested in gaining some understanding of ‘bygone landscapes’ (Zelinsky 2011). In this respect, geographers and
linguists have borrowed new ideas from both Lefebvre
(1991), who analysed the intrinsic values of the production of space (i.e. space is a social product, an intricate
social construction based on the social production of
meanings and values that affects spatial perceptions and
practices) and Bourdieu (1991), who insisted on the
importance of language (language signs) and the symbolic
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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power behind them. As ordinary people reappropriate
cultural provisions (language, laws, street maps, etc.) in
everyday situations (de Certeau 1984), the articulation of
street renaming becomes important.
However, with studies by Nash (1999), who analysed
Irish place names as postcolonial locations, the critical
perspective on names has gained new insights. Further,
the administrative systematisation of geographical names
‘has played its crucial role in the technocratic rationalization of space in the course of modernization’
(Vuolteenaho and Berg 2009, 4). Rose-Redwood et al.
(2010) call for the need to re-orientate place-name studies
towards a more critical political and socio-economic
perspective.
The literature on street names and on the power of
renaming is mainly focused on contemporary Western
experiences (Azaryahu 1996; Azaryahu 1997; Nash
1999), with Alderman and Inwood (2013) taking a historical approach. Academic interest in the opposition to street
renaming in post-socialist cities is growing, with new
perspectives on city-text changes becoming frequent
(Foote et al. 2000; Light 2004; Palonen 2008).
The term ‘city-text’ is used in toponymy to account for
the fusion of political power, ideologies and economic
interests in human interventions in street naming and
memorials (Palonen 2008). The concept of city-text helps
explain the complex interactions between society and
street naming mediated by political power and embedded
in specific ideological frameworks. As recent developments in critical toponymy suggest, names are sites of
memories and their transformation is always mediated by
political power and economic interests. The collective
memory requires means through which it can be channelled into ordinary walks of life (Halbwachs 1992).
Among such means are national symbols, commemoration days, national ceremonies and memorial sites such as
museums, monuments and cemeteries (Verdery 1999). In
a similar vein, we use the term ‘martyr inscription’ to
denote the ubiquitous occurrence in the landscape, e.g. in
street names, in documents and elsewhere, as a consequence of the political transformation of the sociocultural
environment into a new martyr environment.
Understanding the shifts in the street naming environment provides important opportunities for a perspective
on the locus of power in the post-socialist situation. This
perspective is particularly important for making better
sense of the connection between opposition to street
renaming in Romania and the economic environment in
which the new names exist. Rose-Redwood et al. (2010)
point out that the politics of (re)naming urban places after
a period of political change is now well understood. The
focus on the users of place names (bottom-up responses)
is a required direction of study in critical toponymy.
Among others, Azaryahu (2011) and Light and Young
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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(2014) have called for more research into how placename changes are ‘received’ by ordinary people. Hence,
analysing popular responses in street-name changes is a
new trend in toponymy studies and brings new insights to
how the changes are perceived by local people in their
everyday lives.
Although the dimensions of ‘toponym-as-commodity’
and ‘toponym-as ationalistic-symbol’ have recently been
studied separately, Post and Alderman (2014) argue that
these two perspectives do not exclude each other. Using
the framework of toponymic change in the USA during
the First World War, more exactly the renaming of New
Berlin (Ohio, USA), they suggest that ‘de-Germanisation’
of the place-names cannot be understood without taking
into account how nationalistically driven toponymic
changes ‘took place within, and facilitate local industrial
and commercial development’ (p. 83). But how are the
new names perceived in practical terms? As we show
next, in the case of Timişoara, the politics of practicality
is a core cultural issue in street-name changes because
practical, everyday issues are ideological. At the same
time, ideological and symbolic matters are made
socially important. They express themselves through everyday social and spatial practices. Moreover, social
justice or restitution and the contextualisation of the
conflict as a case of the practical and the ideological are
interwoven rather than separate realms of human experience. The similarity between the renaming of streets
with martyrs’ names in Timişoara and the cases in US
cities concerned with changing street names in favour of
Dr King is obvious. The restitution of street names for Dr
King must be seen as an act of justice, though conflict
on the uses of his name generated local tensions
(Alderman and Inwood 2013), while ‘transitional justice
for the victims of the communist regime is expressed in
the highly complex entanglement of urban cultural
landscapes, public memory, and commemorative
sites and practices’ (Light and Young 2015, 233) to
which the politics of practicality becomes then a core
dimension.

Method and sources
The data for this paper were based on a mixed methods
approach. Data were collected from one year of research
during 2014 made by the first author of this paper in the
Girocului area, a south-east suburb of Timişoara, in order
to seek public and practitioners’ opinions on the political
power of street renaming, and how/if martyr names
become part of the collective memory.
First, a quantitative summary of street-name changes
from socialism to post-socialism martyr names with a
hermeneutic (interpretation and understanding of) reading
of the street maps as spatial-texts was made (Table 1;
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Table 1

1989 Revolution martyrs’ street names in Timişoara

Post-revolution street name

Communist street name

Meaning/commemorating

Location: suburb/quarter

Martir Alexandru Ferkel Suteu1
Martir Mihai Apro1
Martir Dumitru Juganaru1
Martir Constantin Girjoabă1
Martir Ioan Stanciu1
Martir Slobodanca Ewinger1
Martir Stefan Maris1
Martir Valentin Aparaschivei1
Martir Marius Ciopec1
Martir Angela Sava1
Martir Claudiu Varcus1
Martir Elena Nicoara1
Martir Ladislau Csimarik1
Martyrs’ Path (Calea Martirilor 1989)1
Martir Cristina Lungu1
Martir Vasile Balmus1
Martir Eugen Nagy1
Martir Marius Nemtoc1
Martir Andrei Istvan3
Martir Nicolae Lacatus1
Martir Constantin Radu1
Martir Janos Paris1
Martir Sorinel Leia1
Martir Dan Carpin1
Martir Dumitru Osman1
Martir Ion Miron1
Martir Gheorghe Iosub1
Martir Anton Florian1
Martir Ovidiu Munteanu1
Martir Petru Domasneanu1
Martir Petre Mutascu1
Martir Radian Belici1
Martir Remus Tasala1
Martir Ioan V. Avram1
Martir Leontina Banciu1
Martir Spiru Blanaru1
Martir Colonel Ioan Uta1
Martir Octavian Tintaru1
Martir Alexandru Chorosi1
Martir Constantin Zabulica1
Martir Ioan Mariutac1
Martir Silviu Motohon1
Martir Tako Gabriela1
Martir Maria Andrei1
Martir Gheorghe Nutu Iotcovici1
Martir Alexandru Grama1
Martir Gogu Opre1
Martir Ioan Buteanu1
Martir Gheorghe Cruceru1
Martir Petru Hateganu1
Martir Herman Sporer1
Martir Miroslav Todorov1
Martir Sebastian Iordan1
Martir Constantin Vilceanu3

Cheiaa
Codruluia
Albaca
Ursuluia
Naturiia
Lupuluia
Elevuluia
Panduria
Balanteia
Pesteriia
Poezieia
Cantuluia
Cazanea
Giroculuia
Culturiia
Luminiia
Faruluia
Metalurgieia
Plutasilora
Mediasa
Humulestia
Valenii de Munteb
Artistilorb
Textilistilora
Bolteia
Scarisoaraa
Afirmariia
*
*
Macilora
*
Sfantul Ioana
Frasinuluia
Merisora
Narciselora
*
Eftimie Murgua
Canepeia
Vasile Radulescua
Holdelora
*
Irlandaa
Godeanua
Aleea Fratieib
*
*
Vasluia
Aidaa
Mătăsiia
Comarnica
*
Iasib
Olimpiadeib
*

Key
Forest
Village in the Apuseni Mountains
Bear
–
Wolf
Pupil
Fighter in the 1821 Revolution
Balance
Cave
Poetry
Chant
The popular name for the Danube Gorges
The way to Giroc village
Culture
Light
(Harbour) Lighthouse
Metallurgy
Raftsman
Transylvanian town
The village where writer Ion Creanga was born
Town in southern Carpathians
Artists
Textile workers
Sky
One of the largest cave in western Romania
Affirmation
Silence
A Hungarian political activist (1865–1924)
Poppy
–
St John
Ash tree
Cranberry
Daffodils
–
Active politician in the 1848 Revolution
Conopy
Local anthroponym
Wheat lands
–
Country
Central Carpathian Mountains
–
–
–
A city in eastern Romania
Opera of Giuseppe Verdi
Silk
A cave in Banat Mountains
–
A city in north-eastern Romania
Olympics
–

Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Girocului
Stadium
Soarelui
Soarelui
Soarelui
Soarelui
Plopi
Ciarda Ros,ie
Piat,a Crucii
Piat,a Crucii
Aradului
Aradului
Aradului
Aradului
Mehala-Bucovina
Mehala-Bucovina
Bogdănes,ti
Bogdănes,ti
Piat,a 700
Circumvalat,iunii
Circumvalat,iunii
Cetate
Cetate
Blas,covici
Calea Sagului
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
Lipovei
East Timişoara
East Timişoara
Şagului
Fratelia
Steaua
Tipografilor
Tipografilor
Lipovei

* New post-1989 street. 1 County Council Decision No 23/1993; 2 Local Council Decision No 260/1990; 3 Local Council Decision No
304/2012; 4 Local Council Decision No 53/2013. a Communist street name; b street name prior to Communist rule
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Figure 1

Post-socialist street-name changes in Timişoara, including martyr names1

Figures 1 and 2). Second, an analysis of the local narratives on how these changes affect people’s everyday
activities was developed.
In addition to the primary data and literature used for
interpreting general street-name changes, participant
observation is of central importance (Kearns 2005). The
observations, based on previous informal discussions
with people in Timişoara, were supplemented with details
obtained through face-to-face interviews with neighbourhood residents (N = 60). We used a strategy of convenience sampling in Girocului area, while ‘snowballing’ was
a way of getting in touch with other key local informants.
These in-depth, semi-structured interviews averaged
about one hour in length and consisted of six open-ended
questions designed to ascertain people’s responses to
street renaming. Further interviews (N = 3) were conducted to establish the position of local public and service
workers on street renaming and how useful these new
street names were in their everyday lives.
Sources for the study include (1) socialist and postsocialist street maps (Harta municipiului Timişoara 1984;
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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Harta municipiului Timişoara 2007); (2) interviews with
local service workers; and (3) semi-structured interviews
with local people (Table 2).

Analysis: charting popular responses to
the use of the martyr inscriptions in
street names
We use observational research and qualitative interpretation as core issues in geographical research (Kearns 2005).
The changes that have been made in the names have been
met with a variety of responses. In order to ascertain
these, interviews were held with three service workers:
one of the former leaders of the Taxi Drivers’ Union, a
‘Mama Mia’ pizza delivery worker and a tour operator
from a tourism agency. In order to provide insights on how
the local population viewed the changes from the established street names to the martyrs’ names, semi-structured
interviews were held with local people who lived on the
streets that had had their names changed.
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Figure 2
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Martyr street names in Girocului area

Service workers’ responses
One of categories of workers most affected by changes in
the street names is that of taxi drivers, who often have to
ask at the taxi station the old name of a street where they
have to pick up or drop a customer. The former leader of
the Taxi Drivers’ Union in Timişoara states that:
They gave a lot of new names and the streets with martyrs’
names were too many and less known by taxi drivers till
2000. Taxis are confused, they cannot be ordered six times
to explain both the new address and the old – and, the
new names are cumbersome, lengthy and not express
anything, harder to remember . . . I needed several years
to get acquainted with the martyr names and even now I

prefer the old names of streets (61 years old, man,
Romanian).

The responses from a ‘Mama Mia’ pizza dealer evaluated the situation in practical terms:
During the 1990s I had many problems in delivering pizza
in Timişoara. There were periods when street names were
changed from one week to another. I was not happy to this
change as sometimes customers provided a street name I
didn’t know. Then I was obliged to phone them back and
ask where this street is. Even now I prefer asking the
customers the old name of their streets so that not to miss
delivery in time . . . Some of the martyr names are easy to
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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6. Have street-name
changes affected you
in economic terms?

3. Do you see any
relationship between
your space/street
name and the
martyrs’ names?
4. Are there too many
martyr names in your
areas or is the new
street landscape fine
with you?
5. Do you use
Girocului or
Martirilor 1989 name
in your daily life?

I use Girocului/it is
related to my
childhood/to the
Communist period in
which I lived
The changing of street
names bothered me
especially in
economic terms

These family names do
not tell me anything
about the space these
people lived in or the
space I live
The martyr names are
too many here

No officials asked us
when a street [name]
needs to be changed
and what name is
better to follow
A cultural local
necessity to inscribe
martyr names on
street signs but only
those who were
really martyr leaders
of 1989 Revolution

1. Were you consulted
before the streets
were given martyr
names?

2. Do you think all the
martyr street names
were culturally
valuable and
commemoratively
necessary in your
area?

Response

53 (88.3)

17 (28.3)

44 (73.3)

50 (86.7)

15 (25.0)

55 (91.7)

No. (%)

Residents’ survey responses to street name changes

Target question

Table 2

The changing of street
names little affected
my budget

I use Martirilor/it is
more representative/it
is an anti-Communist
symbol

I know few martyr
names who lived
here/who are
connected to this
area
There are martyr names
here, not too many,
not too few

Several really deserving
people were
commemorated/are
cultural wealth for
our community

I was asked to give my
opinion on the new
street names

Response

5 (8.3)

10 (16.7)

15 (25.0)

7 (11.7)

12 (20.0)

0

No. (%)

The changing of street
names does not
affect my budget at
all

I use them both

The martyr names are
few in this area

Timişoara had many
martyrs and all these
names are of cultural
value/commemoration
necessity for our
local culture/pride
and recognition for
our martyrs
I don’t know

I didn’t know about this
issue

Response

2 (3.4)

33 (55.0)

1 (1.7)

3 (1.6)

33 (55.0)

5 (8.3)

No. (%)

Economic impact of
martyr street-names
changes

Agreements on the use
of a martyr name for
a major street

Spatial overcrowdness
with martyrs’ names

Allocation of name to
the specificity of
space

Cultural
value/commemorative
(un)necessity of new
martyr names

(Lack of) public
consultation

Levels of contention
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be learnt but others even now I cannot get used to – too
long or too difficult to memorize (42 years old, man,
ethnic Hungarian).

The third group of workers affected by the changes is
those in the tourist industry. A representative from the
tourist operators located in Girocului area stated that
Tourists visiting our neighbourhood were quite confused
mainly till mid 2000s due to a lack of updated maps of
street names. They were provided with a 1992 map but
rapid changes in the street names with lots of martyr
names made their visits difficult. Not all street signs
showed the old name and this was embarrassing. Some
visitors complained they became lost from the city centre
to the suburbs of the city due to confusion in identifying
the updated names. I remember that before the football
match between Poli Timişoara and Stuttgart for the
UEFA Cup 2009 many German fans and tourists were
angry of this situation . . . Nowadays street name are
clearly signalled but some of their names are too long and
causes difficulties in preparing fliers for our city tour
operators (47 years old, woman, Romanian).

As can be seen, rapid shifts in street naming, linked to
the management of map and street-sign updating, caused
problems for both the tourist operators and for the tourists
themselves.

Local residents’ opinions
A survey of residents in the Piata Girocului area in
Timişoara was carried out in order to understand their
responses to the street-name changes. Demographic
details about the participants were obtained and there
was a balanced representation of gender and age groups.
The participants were then asked open-ended questions.
The responses that occurred most frequently were
selected and the dominant discourses were identified
(Kearns 2005) (see Table 2).
Question 1 was about being consulted about changes in
street names. More than half of the respondents, mainly
elderly, considered there was ‘a lack of interest from the
municipality authorities in their real lives . . . no officials
ask us when a street [name] needs to be changed and what
name is better to follow’, a 44-year-old woman said. None
were consulted about possible street-name changes.
The second question asked ‘Do you think all the martyr
street names were culturally valuable and commemoratively necessary in your area?’ In the Girocului neighbourhoods most of the respondents tended to be negative in
their responses. A 55-year-old man said:
I am not against martyr names, but I want those who
illegally consider themselves martyrs to not appear on any
street [name]. I participated at the Revolution and I saw
some people being just curious of the events and then
[they] got shot. Now they are martyrs. This is not fair.
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In contrast a 21-year-old woman said that ‘why not to
commemorate our martyrs . . . they may be too many
martyrs but Timişoara had many martyrs. I am proud of
them and hate the former Communist names’. Hence
there are tensions between those who do not ascertain all
martyrs to be real martyrs and those who consider pride
for local martyrs is an important issue. Moreover, pride for
local martyrs and hate for socialist place names
(Czepczyński 2009) are core issue in the collective
memory of many Timişoarians.
The respondents were then asked to comment on the
relationship between the spaces that people occupy and
the new martyrs’ street names. The interviewees did not
see any relationship between their space and the martyrs’
names. A 35-year-old man considers that
These family names do not tell me anything. I think the
former names of the streets were better representing the
space, for probably street names must reflect something
specific for the area people live.

Was it necessary to rename so many streets with the
martyrs’ names was the focus of the fourth question. Most
of respondents agree with a necessity to inscribe several
martyr names on street signs but only those who were
really leaders of the Revolution. ‘From the many names of
martyrs in this area [Girocului], maybe only two or three
really deserves being commemorated’, a 72-year-old lady
stated. Few persons, mainly the young who were born
after the Revolution, were mostly indifferent to the situation of martyr names.
A fifth matter was that of the use of the names ‘Calea
Girocului’ versus ‘Calea Martirilor 1989’. Most elderly
respondents agree that they used the name Calea
Girocului [Girocului Path], while many middle-aged and
most young people reported they used both names. This
shows how the new name has permeated slowly into the
collective and individual memories of those who were
young at the time of the Revolution and those born after
the Revolution. This means that ‘toponymic cleansing’
(Rose-Redwood et al. 2010) was not necessary for many
street names in post-revolutionary Timişoara.
The last question asked about the practical value of the
new street landscape, specifically in terms of its impact on
the personal and household expenses of the respondents. A
36-year-old man complained: ‘The changing of the street
name annoys me, especially in economic terms’. A
63-year-old woman stated that ‘I lost a lot of time standing
at long queues at the town hall offices for changing my ID
card and paying money for each personal document. I
think they change street names to get more money as fees.’
A 27-year-old man stated that ‘I remember I planned to
make my holidays in Italy and needed to change my driving
licence and passport. It was frustrating . . .’. Moreover, a
local neighbourhood organization leader stated that:
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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Our members complain of the abuse of changing the
street names in all this area. First, most of the former
names were not dealing with any Communist names, and
were assimilated by our community in their collective
memory. Second, all documents had to be changed with
the new names; poor pensioners and young couples complained it cost them a lot of money for the new documents
(ID cards, passport, health insurance, land books). Indeed,
most of complainers are either elderly people longing for
the Communist past or young people who were not satisfied with the economic transition.

This means that until they learn the new name of the
street, name changes often produce a bureaucratic mess,
being an event that local residents certainly will
not remember with pleasure, while the burdens of payments can hide deeper ideological and memory-related
conflicts over meaning and identity (Alderman and
Inwood 2013).

Discussing the popular responses to the
martyr city-text changes
As Nash argues, place names involve ‘questions of power,
culture, location and identity’ (1999, 460). Such urban
landscapes are ‘expressions of the values and ideology of
a particular political order: a change in this order is
accompanied by a remaking of urban space’ (Light 2004,
168). Commemorative street names are thus signifiers
in consolidating a specific vision of the national past
(Azaryahu 1997).
In a study on the post-socialist resistance of Piata
Moghioros in Bucharest, Light and Young suggest that
the collapse of state socialist regimes was accompanied
by efforts to erase the public symbols of socialism and to
reconfigure the urban landscape’s new narratives of
national history, identity, and memory. (2014, 684)

Therefore many street-name changes in post-socialist
Romania include not only
the direct restoration of the toponymy of this [interwar]
period, and the attribution of names which commemorate
the events, personalities and even the territory of Greater
Romania of this period (Light 2004, 168)

but, in the Timişoara case they celebrate mainly the 1989
Revolution martyrs. These renamings illustrate how the
remembrance of 1000 victims of the [Romanian] revolution has become ‘a public, collective event’ (Johnson
1999; Light 2004). For Timişoara revolutionaries it means
the implementation of the revolution and there is now
little socialist ‘leftover landscape’ (Czepczyński 2009,
109) in the city. Among the few ‘residual’ but neutral
toponyms from the Communist era (Light and Young
2014, 682) is ‘Calea Girocului’. In general, hate against
Area 2016 48.1, 92–102 doi: 10.1111/area.12241
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Communist symbols as well as pride and recognition for
the local heroes are at stake.
The fusion of political power, ideologies and economic
interests in human interventions in street naming is condensed in particular city-texts (Palonen 2008). In postsocialist societies, deciphering city-texts helps explain the
complex interactions between society and street naming
as mediated by political power and specific anti-socialist
ideological frameworks. As Light and Young put it:
there is a need for further investigation into how place
names (and place name changes) are embraced, negotiated, or rejected within the everyday lives of the inhabitants of the city. (2014, 683)

Our paper casts light on this by talking to people in detail
about the significance of place names for them. Martyr
inscriptions are sites of memories that are mediated by
political power; but a new collective memory is slowly
developing into the cognition of people in everyday life
(Halbwachs 1992). Ordinary people and service workers
try to reappropriate the new cultural provisions (de
Certeau 1984) and the resistance towards renaming
streets could last for years. Being social constructs, based
on meanings and values, local spaces create certain
spatial perceptions and practices (Lefebvre 1991). In
many cases such spaces are ascribed to a symbolic power
(Bourdieu 1991) that is not always accepted by the inhabitants. Martyr names are not easily accepted by local
people because they could be too difficult to remember,
and they say nothing about the space to which they are
attached. As is evident, residents can respond to authorities renaming urban space and changing public memory
in different ways (Forest et al. 2004).
Street-name changing caused problems for the delivery
of services in the city for various service workers. New
street names also caused problems in tourists’ orientation
in the city, similar to that shown, for example, by Shoval
(2013) in his study of the Old City of Accra. The economic
impact of street-name changes on local workers and residents is also an important aspect of their everyday life.
Post and Alderman showed that ‘nationalism and
toponymic decisions operated within a wider political
economy of local development and employment’ (2014,
90) due to the powerful role of corporations (i.e. the
Hoover companies) that shaped place-naming debates
and changes. But where is then the practical value of
these names? The politics of practicality is cultural
because practical matters are ideological. Both ideological and symbolic values are made socially important.
They are expressions of everyday social and spatial practices. Consequently, martyr naming must be seen in terms
of social justice/restitution (Alderman and Inwood 2013)
and the conflict is a case of the practical and the ideological being interconnected rather than separate fields of
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human experience. As the Timişoara case suggests, there
are a variety of opinions and name changes are contested
in the post-socialist period of political debates and transformations. Economic considerations shaped what would
normally appear to be simple political/nationalistic considerations in place-name change. For instance, opponents to naming streets after Dr King also frequently cite
the cost of inconvenience of a street-name change. But
these arguments over cost and practical troubles could
hide deeper ideological and memory-related conflicts
over meaning and identity. The empirical evidence in
Timişoara showed that those invoking costs were either
elderly people longing for the Communist past or young
people who were not satisfied with the post-socialist capitalist order.
On the other hand, lack of public consultation, the
wrong allocation of names to the specificity of space and
skepticism about who might be considered ‘a real martyr’
are elements that create further tensions at a local level.
Such tensions have grown in a unique post-socialist
Romanian transitional environment.

Conclusions
Within the growing literature on street renaming, numerous studies have explored the connection between power
relations, public memory, identity formation and commemoration, but few have analysed popular responses to
martyr renaming practices. In their commemorative
capacity (Light and Young 2014), ‘martyr inscriptions’
become sites of memory that bring together power,
remembrance, language, resistance and space. Street
names act as urban commemorations and in particular
they serve as a commemorative practice that demonstrates specific political agendas vying to control the symbolic representation of history and the cultural production
of public memory in the city. The underlying question in
this regard is which visions of history are entitled to be
inscribed on street signs and how ordinary people perceive these martyr inscriptions or new city-texts in their
everyday lives. Both Azaryahu (2011) and Light and
Young (2014) have called for more research into how
place name changes are ‘received’ by ordinary people, so
this study is specifically addressing this issue.
The ‘street martyr landscape’ in Timişoara is generally
well established, though a few other martyr names could
yet be inscribed in the city-text. Besides pride and recognition of Timişoarians in respect to their martyrs and the
idea of being the first ‘free anti-Communist’ city in
Romania, local people consider many of these names
are fairly long, are difficult to use and have produced a
heavy bureaucratic burden. The tensions between pride/
recognition and socio-economic relevance of the new
names are unique elements in the Romanian post-socialist
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urban street-renaming process. The new societies ‘want to
remember the repression and the violence of the former
regime and to honor the victims of state persecution’
(Light and Young 2015, 235). Commemoration and
memorialisation are acts of social justice, but restitution
could bring local conflict over the use of new names.
Moreover, the politics of practicality is very important in
place-name studies because social justice and the
contextualisation of the conflict as a case of the practical
and the ideological are interrelated. Ideologically, behind
the mask of payments burden due to street-name changes,
there lies many difficulties in Romania’s economic transition for both the elderly and some young people. The
documented generational differences among the interviewed residents is very important in post-socialist cities’
street-name changes: those born under socialism are
more likely to preserve or even come back to street names
inscribed from the 1950s to 1989, while the new generation has been more acquainted with the martyr names.
It is obvious that street-name changes have been more
regulated over the last decade in Timişoara, but local
people need time to get acquainted with the new names.
Though Timişoara is a symbol of martyrdom in Romania,
local people are divided about the everyday use of the
martyr names. Lack of public consultation, the wrong
allocation of names to the specificity of space, skepticism
regarding the commemorative cultural value and the
ascertaining of several martyr names, the long names and
the difficulties in memorisation, and the economic costs
of street changes are key elements in accepting, or rejecting, the use of martyr names. Different directions for
future research could be followed: for example, to
examine the role of everyday responses to other urban
place names and to ascertain if other martyr cities in
Romania interpret and commemorate the idea of the
martyr in a different or the same way.
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Note
1 The category of ‘anti-communist changes’ includes all former
street names bearing communist commemorations which
suffered changes in the 1990s. ‘Technical changes’ is a term
used by Timişoara Townhall’s Permanent Committee on Place
Names reflecting small post-1989 adjustments in terms of
spelling to previous street names given under communism.
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